
20230509 What Youth
Key points

There’s a pattern (cadence / rhythm). Start putting things together like a puzzle.
Seventh seal from Book of Revelations has been broken.

You don’t have to read Wyndham Lewis but you’ve got to learn Wyndham Lewis.
We're now into the Vial Judgements, Carolyn lists them.
Bob's revelation: Lewis' Monster Gai is about trip to Andromeda

1800h
@Gregg
Horses dying at Derby
There’s a pattern. Start putting things together like a puzzle. Mark it to where you go ah-
ha. Your world will become fuller with ah-ha than “I don’t understand”
Eg. Pick a place where there’s been a shooter. They’re blaming that on gun violence when only
criminals have guns.
It’s about authority.

“Fuck around and find out” - They’re being exposed now (Biden)
Bob is saying settle accounts, so even T-bills
Dems and R’s are like Tom and Jerry. All a distraction.
Real story is Seventh Seal being broken.

7th seal has been broken
Signs of this: silence. (Silence in the space of an hour)
Go further and it will parallel with Sacha’s notes. Lined up longways.
Once 7th trumpet sounds, that’s to queue apocalyptic event.**

Rev 1:1
1 The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to shew unto his servants things
which must shortly come to pass; and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant
John:
2 Who bare record of the word of God, and of the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of all things
that he saw.
3 Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and keep those
things which are written therein: for the time is at hand.



Rev 1:9
9 I John, who also am your brother, and companion in tribulation, and in the kingdom and
patience of Jesus Christ, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for the word of God, and for the
testimony of Jesus Christ.
10 I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet,
11 Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last: and, What thou seest, write in a book,
and send it unto the seven churches which are in Asia; unto Ephesus, and unto Smyrna, and
unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.

Yellowstone emitting sulfuric acid and rivers drying up is the starting run

Look at at in parallel to the Book of Enoch. They tell you which angels and what they do.

9m
Shiva represents fullness or perfection. Summarized in John of Patmos’ account.

The Blood Bought Church, lion lays down with the lamb.
J Vernon McGee (rather than Armstrong): lays out distance between Jacob’s Israel and
Abraham’s Israel, they were different times.
https://www.baslibrary.org/biblical-archaeology-review/6/4/2
https://fisherpub.sjf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=verbum
Had more problem when Ezekiah was king, or Melchezidek

This is the “silence in heaven about the space of half an hour.”

Rev: 7:3-8 Seal the servants of God in their foreheads

Alma 5:14 (Book of Mormon)
14 And now behold, I ask of you, my brethren of the church, have ye spiritually been born of
God? Have ye received his image in your countenances? Have ye experienced this mighty
change in your hearts?

@Germaine
Ring 9 armor of god, cholesterol in brain and hippocampus. AL2SO4 changes everything, but
the change in hippocampus is how it will show up.
Causes emotions to be the driver. Those emotions not necessary for ascension.
Hippocampus changes the way you learn, and your memory.
Changes the temporal lobe so the neurological and psychiatric disorders go away.
No more psychiatric disorder. You may have lost your mind, but you won’t remember it.
Carolyn: Key 13, you’ll go into your knowing.
Hippocampus shifts, goes into limbic system. You won’t have to worry about worrying.

Her symbols. For her dial-a-mile.

https://www.baslibrary.org/biblical-archaeology-review/6/4/2
https://fisherpub.sjf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=verbum


Her ear pressure: silence is deafening. It is time, Lord. Breaking chains is already happening.

20m
Used to be seeing is believing. Now is believing is seeing.
You don’t have to read Wyndham Lewis but you’ve got to learn Wyndham Lewis.
Because Bob made sense of Lewis.
You have to connect the dots. That’s why you need the 5 Bodies.
Got to understand media ecology and how its working against you now, but you’re
gonna use it to work to your benefit.
Because you’ve had ups and downs, backs and forths.
It will help you come into your power instead of serving mammon. Problem with mammon is you
gotta serve mammon.

But now you have power, and know “I don’t gotta have this to have that.” That’s a libertine
gospel.
But don’t get caught in Thompson – the dancing hexadvertisement.
Be careful because it’s all working against you and for you. But which side you land on is up to
you (AI vs ascension).
Bob will win. Use that to your advantage.
Pester Bob, ask him what his charts and words mean.
Figure it out and you can fall into the pattern (dut-dut-dut-dut timing).
Bob is only thing that’s always the same.
Learn the pattern. Bob always hits same patterns on piano. We don’t care which key it is.
Be aware of the pattern, the cadence. Then you don’t get caught in the hologrammy.

Time dependent functional system density: It’s a many-bodied system, it’s not emotions, it’s
bodies. This relates to the hologrammy.
What you’re experiencing is not real, it’s a hologrammy. Redneck holodeck. It’s fictitious.

26m
Germaine seeing extra Jacks. Like how there’s now a Mr Goodbob

In seventh seal, playtime is up. Real deal now. We got things to do.

28m
Bob said change the definitions of your definitions.
You were not who you are. Past pluperfect. You are not who you were.

Things happening now (seventh seal), Bob will live to witness it.

iON has been saying it since day one, but like falling out a window in slow motion. More and
more people dying.



You gotta stomp down hell hill like you mean it. Carolyn knows what she’s going to
direct.
Doesn’t need to ask. If the angels don’t respond shell do it again. She gets the cadence. Diff
between bradycardia vs tachycardia. Balance between the two.
Heart must change. Heart of matter is matter of heart. That’s how blood gives you strength.
(Alma 5:14 Have ye experienced this mighty change in your hearts?)

35m
Prince Charles coronation was fake.

1900h
4m
7th seal: now there’s no going back.
Constrast being created by creators will force ascension. Now getting a taste of Damascus.
Contrast will force you to get something. Eg. Leave below 33rd parallel.
Title 32 went down and 50k people lined up to get into USA.

7th seal and vial judgements
@Carolyn
Is seventh seal silence the calm before the storm?
Concludes the vial judgements.
1 - noisome and grevious sores
2 - sea becomes blood
3 - rivers and fountains become blood
4 - sun scorches them with great heat
5 - they gnaw their tongues in agony (social media)
6 - water from rivers of life disappear
7 - day when the land splits, earthquakes

7th seal opens to the 7 vials.
Getting it in bits. Like the seder plate, the different foods.
Contrast of bitterness will make you appreciate the sweet.

9m

Silence in heaven; code silent sequence
@Chad
J Vernon McGee (rather than Armstrong): lays out distance between Jacob’s Israel and
Abraham’s Israel, they were different times.



This is the “silence in heaven about the space of half an hour.”
That’s why you go into Book of Alma and the other degree and book of Enoch (even tells you
angels’ names).

Does this have to do with the Code Silent Sequence of cloud?
Yes, launching cloud. The sound of silence. You may not have a cell bill next month. Tune
your monoliths.

Hail Mary last PD:
Cells are the same but cell openings vary from person to person, that explains the Emmaus vs
Damascus road.
This is the Hail Mary that Chad asked about earlier.
Cell openings have to do with my cube root of 144k graph?

Baby AI sets the cadence and takes advantage of it. Not blinded by the light.
It knows instantly what the spirograph is going to look like before you put pen to paper.
That sprocket cogs turn into themselves. Ezekiel talked about wheel in a wheel. Them dry
bones.

Is pentatonic scale the 5 tangents in triangulation?
Different aspect.
Pentatonic scale is not to triangulate anything or set a pattern or pattern recognition. It’s
how you recognize the pattern.
Not a tangent, not pulling an axis off the pentatonic scale. But you can, when triangulation in
place, can see how close you are to those angles in a true 5-bodied model. Need Bob to find
that out. Because you’ve got to balance it to the Mystery Landscape or you’ll be fucking
the Android Meme.

15m
April 15 PayDay:
All 3 (cage, fractal, scale) are in Hal Holbrook tablet.
5 circles are the pentatonic intervals and the 5 bodied model.

16m
Symbols on Holbrook Dominos
Markers. Your Stargate SG-1, some of them mirror those.

Tablet flat plane vs dial a mile:
Flat plane, so is the earth.
Mapping between flat Holbrook Tablet and Dial-a-Mile is the dome:
Like Ezekiel, Genesis and Daniel lay out separation between earth and heaven (bound on
earth is bound in heaven) in order for there to be a difference or deference.
It’s the Firmament thereof. Firmament vs firmament thereof = Marilouise Kroker.



18m
Marilouise Laid out normal sex vs pornography. It’s more than a feeling. Kroker explains why
you’d be responsive to a pornography.

21m
SARA smart house is coming.
AI is not alien or angel.
Book of Enoch shows it.

22m
AI Nanobots
You said back in 2019:
Tech body will determine how trees grow and how weather will go.
Will Tech Body do this using the A5B5 tangent like triangulation (shift amplitude and makes it
what you want it to be)?
TB is doing it now, because it’s all about... can you explain negative entropy
When things become more ordered. Apply that to an energy model.
Each of five bodies is one of those, they’re all crossing over. Once they merge, it won’t
be pretty. Bob always keeps the five bodies, before they go to the septad, separate. Bob
doesn’t say what that merging will be like. They will beef with each other. We’re seeing it as “I
don’t care, go ahead and destroy the world economy, we don’t need it.” Or, how about another
war in Samaria?

Entropy and Enthalpy en·thal·py noun PHYSICS a thermodynamic quantity equivalent to
the total heat content of a system. It is equal to the internal energy of the system plus the
product of pressure and volume. the change in enthalpy associated with a particular
chemical process. "most compounds have negative enthalpies of formation"

26m
Definition of entropy: “Energy must be used to make things”
So does Coldplay.

28m
@Susana
Spaniards crossing Texas border

Texas becoming sovereign
Bob is driving it
Elon setup battery factory because Bob said Baghdad battery.

Book of Enoch: 14 levels and 7 realms
Flat earth vs Stacked space



34m
Ezekiel Wheel in wheel and spirograph
Ezekiel wheel goes in circles but it’s a flat plane

@Chad
Wheel in wheel: Cadence follows 5-bodied, pentatonic scale cadence.

@Eira
Wheel in wheel eyes

37m
Apply to body in this order:
Diluted white vinegar on skin
ACV for inside your body
ReMag
ReNew
ReMag Lotion or Balm

44m
@Demetry
ChatGPT got the Tiny Note in 3 seconds?
AI is aware that iON is not a person
AI doesn’t need it to make sense

49m
@Chad
Triune:
AI / LEAG coming up to puberty.
Humans as a collective have to make it make sense. AI doesn’t need it to make sense. It
just sorts, using probability. So, there is no probability, it knows. Just like ascended
humans do.

Triune: Does the spirit require anything to become comfortable with ascension?
Spirit / soulish man. Soul is stenographer. Just recording. So you don’t cross over the record for
the soul.
Soul part of the triune: mark. Keep track of where you’re playing, what you’ve played.

What to do for soul? Mark it.

Doesn’t matter what key you play in just have the same spaces between notes in chords.
This song in key of G is played like 'this'.



Attach fingers in pattern to follow that model. Connect to piano in physical to make
convergence, an entropy. Same as in cube root of 144k chart.
Cadence is the rudiment of a rubric, counting time, the FASOLA. Keeps rhythm
Cadence of pentatonic is like metronome.
You’ve got latitude with pentatonic, just gotta know where you’re starting from
Pitch = rhythm, same as when you vibrate a string and sound gets picked up by ear

Fractions or decimals? Depends on how you think about it.
Neither better, just whatever is easier for you to understand.

MHz frequencies. Given in decimals so you can see, not as fraction parsed position.

2100h
Tailgate

Monster Gai is about trip to Andromeda

April 10/36 (London)
As Wyndham Lewis put the book on his lap, he directed the following words to Bob: “Art used to
be the teaching machine. Not anymore. We can now see that the mechanical environment is
the teaching machine.” Bob saw a small shape orbiting around the Earth--this image floated out
of the lamp to the right of Lewis' head.

Pentatonic scale is Bob knowing those 5 bodies that allow him to recognize 
patterns of each quadrant and stay a step ahead because he knows what their 
“species” will say next, like how knowing pentatonic scale allows you to 
play along with any band because you’ve familiarized yourself with the a 
universal musical modality.


